
PROBLEMS

GWYN BELLAMY

Abstract. Here is a list of possible problems to consider during the workshop.

1. Ulrich Krähmer

(1) Certain quotients of affine varieties can be nicely described by subrings of their

coordinate ring -typically not Noetherian ones unless the quotient is an affine

variety again. For example, the subring generated by all monomials xyn for

n = 0, 1, 2 in C[x, y] describes the quotient of the plane with the y-axis shrunk

to a point. How about the symplectic leaf space of a smooth Poisson variety?

Under which conditions is there a description by some commutative subalgebra

of the coordinate ring?

2. Michael McBreen

(1) Many projective varieties have nice degenerations to (sometimes singular) toric

varieties. Can one do the same for symplectic resolutions, and degenerate them

to hypertoric varieties?

3. Gwyn Bellamy

(1) Recently Losev gave a definition of holonomic modules for a quantization of a

symplectic singularity. Assuming the quantization has finite global dimension,

is there a homological definition of holonomic?

(2) Related to McBreen’s question, it is known which smooth toric varieties are

D-affine. However, there will also be singular toric varieties that are D-affine.

Does D-affinity behave well under degenerations? If so, the fact that G/P is

D-affine should produce lots of new examples.

(3) Describe the centre of a rational Cherednik algebra (at t = 0 or 1) in positive

characteristic associated to a reflection group generated by transvections. Is it

still true that the associated graded is just the ring of invariants?

(4) Construct the ”W -algebra” associated to a rational Cherednik algebra at t = 1

in positive characteristic. If Hc is the restricted rational Cherednik algebra,
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then for almost all c, pn divides dimL for any simple module L. Here n = dim h.

Thus, Hc ' Matpn(Ac) for some c. Can one define an explicit projective Hc-

module Pc such that Ac = EndHc
(Pc)?

(5) Does the generic i.e. defined over a parameter space C[c], symplectic reflection

algebra have the structure of a Hopf algebra? If not, what is the smallest Hopf

algebra surjecting onto H?

(6) Let Cq be the category of twisted D-modules on N × P(V ). Here N is the

nilcone in gl(V ). What is the multiplicity of a simple module in a standard

module? When is the category Cq highest weight?

4. Sam Gunningham

(1) The decomposition/recollement of the category of twistedD-modules on gl(V )×
P(V ). Various approaches: via Induction/Restriction functors, stratification of

the cotangent bundle, ...?

(2) Similar questions for Dq(G)-modules. Analogues of Springer theory, Hotta-

Kashiwara, induction and restriction functors in this setting. Here are some

questions in this area:

• Is the functor of derived quantum Hamiltonian reduction conservative?

e.g. for SLn?

• Is the kernel of derived Hamiltonian reduction the same as the kernel of

parabolic restriction to the maximal torus?

• Are Lusztig’s cuspidal character sheaves realizable as Dq(G)-modules?

• Is there a Dq version of the horocycle transform?

(3) What are the quantizations of the algebra of functions on the group scheme

of regular centralizers? Is there a Cherednik-type deformation? Are there

geometric constructions?

(4) Given a cuspidal local system on a reductive group G, apply the horocycle

transform to it to get a sheaf on the horocycle space Y := (G/N × G/N)/T .

What can we say about the class of sheaves arising in this way, i.e. is there a

notion of cuspidal sheaves on the horocycle space? (Naive question: are such

sheaves supported on the strata of Y corresponding to cuspidal elements of W?

If not, is the functor of restriction to such strata conservative?)

(5) The Harish-Chandra system can be constructed in two ways - intrinsically

(fixing the Casimir operators) and as the D-module pushforward under the

Grothendieck-Springer correspondence. These constructions were shown to give
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rise to the same object by Hotta and Kashiwara. There is an analogue of the

Harish-Chandra system for each cuspidal local system on a Levi subalgebra,

but I only know the Grothendieck-Springer construction. Is there an intrinsic

description?

5. Christian Korff

(1) Is there an affine version of Howe duality for Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules?

Further details: I am interested in type A and a combinatorial answer in

terms of crystal bases/graphs. For the finite case, type A, Howe duality can

be nicely phrased in terms of the RSK correspondence: a basis vector in the

symmetric/antisymm tensor powers can be represented as a non-negative inte-

ger m × n-matrix which is mapped onto a pair of two semistandard tableaux,

P and Q. There are natural slm and sln (crystal) actions on P and Q which

commute with each other. If I replace the symm/antisymm powers with single

row or column KR modules is there an extension of this statement? I guess I

would like to have an affine RSK correspondence. This problem should have

connections with the quantum cohomology of the Grassmannian and I have

partial results. I discussed these previously with Catharina but it got nowhere.

6. Pavel Safranov

(1) One should be able to write down a monoidal category deforming QCoh(BunG(E)),

the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the moduli space of G-bundles on an

elliptic curve. Let me denote this deformed category by QCohq(BunG(E)). The

construction should come from some category of representations of an elliptic

quantum group. It should be possible to write down the quantization explicitly

for G a torus. The quantization is expected to have the following properties:

• for an elliptic curve degenerating to a nodal one, one should be able to

describe QCohq(BunG(E)) in terms of modules over the reflection equation

algebra for the loop group,

• given a collection of points on E labeled by representations of the Yangian,

one expects to get an object of QCohq(BunG(E)) (this observation is due

to Costello),

• categories of modules over the Feigin-Odeskii algebras should be module

categories over QCohq(BunG(E)).
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(2) Understand algebraic structures behind particular solutions of the tetrahedron

equation. The tetrahedron equation is a higher generalization of the Yang-

Baxter equation and is known to be related to braided monoidal 2-categories

(Kapranov-Voevodsky) and representations of higher versions of braid groups

(Manin-Schechtman braid groups). Moreover, there is a universal KZ-like con-

nection due to Kohno which should provide quantizations of classical solutions.

7. David Jordan

(1) Quantum Springer sheaf. Hotta and Kashiwara gave a construction of the

Grothendieck-Springer sheaf as a G-equivariant D-module on G, which is fairly

explicit. I think I know how to give a similarly explicit presentation for a

q-deformation of this, and it turns out to relate to character varieties of T 2

with one cycle restricted to be unipotent. I suspect these are in turn related

to category O for the DAHA, and perhaps to DAHA-valued knot invariants.

It should be interesting to develop examples, and try to play some Springer

games for them. Martina and I have magma code which implements PBW

bases, casimir elements, etc. for GL2 (easily enough adapted to GL3), which

could be used to play around with constructions, but the place where people

with more geometric backgrounds come in is knowing the right questions to ask.

I would want to start by computing endomorphism algebras, seeing what the

quantum Fourier transform looks like, seeing about relations to (D.A.?) Hecke

algebras. Even developing a list of conjectures with vague evidence, or projects

for the future would be interesting. I think even doing examples for GL2 and

GL3 could be interesting.

(2) Understanding localization for quantum multiplicative hypertoric varieties (QMHV)

and quantum multiplicative quiver varieties (QMQV’s) at a root of unity (and

some connection with Michael’s ideas about mirror symmetry). QMHV’s are

some explicit, nice algebras defined by Iordan Ganev which develop a big center

at roots of unity. It could be nice to study the localization problem for them,

which could give really much more explicit and combinatorial instances of Back-

elin and Kremnitzer’s quantum Beilinson-Bernstein type results. Michael and

I hacked our way through an example related to quantum P1, and you get a

pattern very similar to Backelin-Kremnitzer for sl2. Nicholas is studying some

examples of how this looks for QMQV’s, which are trickier because you have
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non-abelian quantum groups acting, not just quantum tori. I think even doing

examples for GL2 and GL3 could be interesting.

(3) Trying to understand Dq(G) really as an algebra of difference operators. Strictly

speaking, Dq(G) is not quite an algebra of difference operators on G, because

the thing it acts on most naturally, Oq(G) is still non-commutative. Geometri-

cally, it doesn’t make sense for Dq(G) to be an algebra of difference operators

on G, as for this one needs an action of some torus, by which the shift operators

can be defined; G doesn’t quite have such an action. Following Gan-Ginzburg

and Varagnolo-Vasserot, you can really nonetheless view Dq(G/G) as difference

operators on the Cartan H, via a sort of quantum Harish-Chandra map (to the

sDAHA). This is nice, but it would be nicer to have some geometric picture for

Dq(G) itself, not only its Hamiltonian reduction. There are some interesting

papers of Fock-Goncharov (http://arxiv.org/pdf/math/0508408v2.pdf and re-

lated) and others which indicate that one can try and localize quantum algebras

such asOq(G) andDq(G) (they don’t call it by those names) at certain elements,

and then find on those localizations generators which are ”quantum tori”, i.e.

generated by a bunch of non-commutative generators that q-commute. They

then study the entire algebra as built from these quantum tori under ”quantum

cluster transformations”. This is related to the fact that certain open subsets

of G, G × G, etc. related to (double, I think?) Bruhat cells which are toric.

Fock-Goncharov’s approach to quantizing the character variety is to put quan-

tum tori in by hand, and to glue things together that way; I’d suggest one can

start with Oq(G), Dq(G), etc. globally, and then try and explicitly write down

the toric coordinates, perhaps inspired by what F-G do (maybe it’s already in

there?). This is pretty speculative, but I think even doing examples for GL2

and GL3 could be interesting.

(4) Something more basic/fundamental would be to try and think about what

an algebra of difference operators really is. I imagine the right generality is

something like a cluster variety – where you have lots of charts which have

toric actions – and you build something like a sheaf out of those charts, by

adding in shift operators by a parameter q (but ideally you do it in a formula

free way). I say ”something like a sheaf”, because I think you should only try

and glue along torus-compatible open sets. Maybe there’s some more elegant

way to formulate this?? The drive would be to have a really geometric theory of

difference operators, their localization, functoriality, etc, and to rephase some
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of the ”quantum cluster algebra” stuff more intrinsically in these terms. At

present, so far as I know there is just a ton of disorganized literature about

”quantum tori”, ”quantum cluster algebras”, ”quantum differential operators”,

etc. which is all generators and relations-y, and so not presented in a functorial

way. It might be tricky to develop intuition for what make good definitions,

but I think even doing examples related to GL2 and GL3 could be interesting.

(5) DAHA’s for super groups. There are a few different ways one might try and

define DAHA’s for super groups. One way is to try and understand Weyl

groups and their deformations for super groups; there are some (interesting)

complications coming from the fact that not all Borels are conjugate, that

representations are not semi-simple, etc. Another way is to try and compute

the factorization homology of Repq(G) on a two-torus, when G is a super group.

There is a straightforward way to do this, and by analogy one can say that the

output is some kind of ”spherical DAHA” of that type. Arkady Vaintrob has

explained to me some of the above, and some possible connections with these

constructions and the Alexander polynomial. I hope it might be a toy model

for more complicated theories like the Jones and quantum A polynomials. So I

think already doing examples for GL1|1 could be interesting.

8. Syu Kato

(1) Can one provide a functor from representation theory of affine Lie algebras

of type A at critical level to the representation theory of rational Cherednik

algebras at t = 0? If one pretends to have one, then can one describe the map

between the Calogero-Moser space and the spectrum of the center of U−h∨(ŝlm)

(e.g. both spaces are Poisson)?
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